
Captain’s log, stardate 67984.9: 

USS Dauntless currently in transit between the Morain world of Vela III and our 

command base in the Typhon Sector, Starbase 719.  I’ve decided to give the crew a break, 

so our transit is slow – only warp 2 – and we expect to arrive at the base just in time to 

help celebrate the station’s fifth anniversary since commissioning, which starbase 

executive officer Captain Cathryn Pearson has promised will be their biggest celebration 

since the end of our brief war with the Kairn. 

Koester, commanding Dauntless, out. 

 

 

 Commander Jeffrey Bloom, the Dauntless’ emotional Vulcan chief engineer, entered main engineering.  At 

the center of the large open space, the warp core thrummed like a contented cat as the starship traveled at low warp 

speed.  Bloom walked past the warp core and its associated coolant tanks toward the consoles on each side near the 

aft area – beneath the plasma conduits that directed electroplasma from the core to power the warp drive nacelles.  

He appeared to be observing his junior staff perform their routine duties, occasionally tapping a series of commands 

into one console or another before walking back around the core to the master systems display console, where his 

assistant chief engineer – Lt Commander Amanda Windsor – stood monitoring major systems. 

 “Good afternoon, Commander,” Windsor greeted in her typical British accent.  “Forget to do something 

during your duty shift?” 

 “Just compiling some statistics regarding engine performance,” Bloom replied as he tapped more 

commands into the console.  “It’s been a while since Captain Koester has had us running the warp drive at such a 

slow speed for a prolonged period of time, and I wanted to see what the efficiencies were like at relatively low 

power levels.” 

 “Warp drive is purring like a kitten, Commander,” Windsor said proudly.  “By the way, are you planning to 

attend the concert tomorrow evening?  Setton and I were...  What are you doing, Commander?” 

 Windsor started moving closer to the area of the control console where Bloom was standing as she noticed 

he was not merely calling up performance monitoring displays but actually reconfiguring the console for intruder 

alert status. 

 “None of your concern,” Bloom replied, his voice taking on an angry tone that had not been present only a 

moment earlier. 

 “But, Commander, if you reconfig...,” Windsor started to say when Bloom unexpectedly lashed out at her, 

his open hand hitting the assistant chief engineer right on the nose and sending her falling backward hard.  She 

slammed her head on the deck and lost consciousness.  Bloom looked around, noting several of the other 

engineering staff had seen his attack on Windsor and were momentarily frozen in shock before several started 

moving toward him with the intent to restrain.  He quickly pulled an emergency mask from a locker under the 

console and pressed two controls.  An almost imperceptible hissing sound filled the space at the same time the warp 

core’s thrumming increased in speed. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Commander Arbelo,” said Lieutenant William Hyland-Faggio from the helm.  “Our speed has increased 

by three warp factors.” 

 Commander Setton To’Lock Arbelo, first officer of the Sovereign-class starship Dauntless, sat up straighter 

in the center seat.  “Slow us back down to warp two, Lieutenant.  We don’t want to arrive back at the starbase too 

early.” 

 Hyland-Faggio tapped a series of commands into the helm.  His eyebrows knit in annoyance when nothing 

happened.  He tried again with the same result before turning halfway around and reporting, “Helm control is not 

responding, Commander.” 



 His sense of alarm increasing moderately, Arbelo activated the intercom on the arm of the command chair 

and said, “Bridge to engineering.”  After several seconds with no response, he added, “Engineering, this is the 

bridge.  Commander Windsor, please respond.” 

 As he was awaiting a response of any kind, the doors to the captain’s ready room swished open and Fleet 

Captain Peter J. Koester emerged. 

 “What’s going on, Exec?” he asked.  “Why have we increased speed?” 

 “Unsure, Skipper,” Arbelo replied.  “Mister Hyland-Faggio has lost helm control, and engineering is not 

responding.” 

 “Captain, a new course is being input into the helm,” Hyland-Faggio reported.  We’re coming right to 

course 300 mark 3.” 

 “Where is the course input originating from?” Koester asked. 

 Hyland-Faggio consulted his instruments, then looked at the captain and said, “Main engineering, sir.” 

 “Monster, I’m going down there to find out what’s going on,” Koester said to his first officer as he moved 

toward the nearest turbolift.  “Contact me by communicator if anything...” 

 Koester stopped talking as Marine Captain Jeong-Hwan – the tactical officer – suddenly fell to the deck.  

Koester moved to examine the Denebian Marine officer when Lieutenant Joella Faggio-Hyland sitting at the 

engineering station across the bridge collapsed forward onto her console as well.  It was then that the captain could 

just make out the nearly indiscernible hissing sound. 

 “Exec!  Clear the bridge!  Someone is pumping anesthezine ga...!” 

 Koester himself fell to the deck, and everything went black. 

 

* * * * 

 

 In main engineering, Bloom – still wearing the emergency breathing mask – looked around at the 

incapacitated crew around him, then entered the final commands that would set the Dauntless on a direct course 

toward Throne World, the capitol of the Kairn Empire. 
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 Vice Admiral Val’ri Raiajh – Typhon Sector Coordinator and commanding officer of Starbase 719 – 

emerged from her office and rode the closest lift down to the lower level of Starbase Ops. 

 “What’s going on, Cathryn?” she asked her own executive officer, Captain Pearson. 

 “We received a brief voice transmission that Ashari believes originated from the USS Dauntless, stating the 

ship intends to attack the Kairn Throne World,” Pearson reported with an alarmed voice.  “We’ve been unable to re-

establish contact with the Dauntless since then.” 

 “Ashari, put a tactical display of the lower AOR on the viewscreen,” Raiajh ordered the on-duty operations 

officer, Lt Ashari Pel.  Then, as the Vulcan-Deltan admiral looked up at the viewscreen above Ops, an image of the 



‘southern’ sectors that made up the Federation Fifth Fleet’s Area of Responsibility – from the Typhon Sector to the 

rim-ward areas of the Morain Alliance – appeared on the screen.  “Superimpose known locations of Fifth Fleet 

assets.”  Small Starfleet delta emblems appeared in various areas of the display, each with the name and hull number 

of a starship assigned to the Federation Fifth Fleet.  Within the triangular area of neutral space bordering the Morain, 

Kairn and Fifth Fleet AOR was the Leviathan-class warship USS Besiege NCC-74326.  Closer to the starbase in the 

Sector 430 was the Intrepid-class starship USS Bellerophon NCC-74705.  Indicated docked at the starbase itself was 

the Defiant-class escort USS Corsair NCC-75639.  In sector Typhon-C was located the Odyssey-class USS Sun Tzu 

NCC-4347-A.  Just beyond neutral space within the Morain Alliance was an allied Morain patrol ship.  And in sector 

50101, just turning in the direction of Kairn space, was the Sovereign-class starship USS Dauntless NCC-75310.  

“Project current course of the Dauntless,” Raiajh ordered. 

 Pel touched the controls on the operations console, and a line of dead reckoning extended from the symbol 

representing the Dauntless almost directly toward the capitol world of the Kairn Empire – the reptilian race with 

which Starfleet and its allies had fought less than two years prior. 

 “They’re definitely headed toward the Kairn,” Pearson remarked. 

 “If they remain on their current course, they’re going to be passing pretty close to Panmunjom,” Raiajh 

commented, referring to the neutral planetoid where Federation and Kairn representatives had negotiated and signed 

the treaty that ended the Kairn War.  “Based on the Dauntless’ current course and speed, which assets are within 

range to intercept her prior to entering Kairn space?” Raiajh asked. 

 “Only three of our starships,” Pel replied after running computational models on her console.  “Besiege, 

Bellerophon, and Corsair – though it’s going to strain the engines of either Captain K’danz’s ship or the Corsair to 

reach the Dauntless in time.” 

 “Cathryn, ready the Corsair for immediate departure,” Raiajh ordered her executive officer, who was also 

assigned as commander of the small escort vessel.  “Marie, Sylvan, and I will be accompanying you, so be ready to 

depart as soon as we get aboard.” 

 “Aye, Val,” Pearson replied, quickly turning toward the turbolifts as she tapped her combadge.  “Captain 

Pearson to all Corsair crew.  Prepare the ship for immediate departure.  Exiting spacedoors in twenty minutes.” 

 After Pearson disappeared into one of the turbolifts, Raiajh ordered Lt Pel, “Contact the Besiege and 

Bellerophon.  Give them the current coordinates for the Dauntless along with their course and speed and order them 

to intercept the flagship ASAP and attempt to establish contact with whoever is aboard.  Then put me in touch with 

Starfleet.” 

 “Aye, Admiral.” 

 A couple of minutes later, the tanned and goateed face of Vice Admiral Kalin Kale, official liaison between 

the Fifth Fleet and Starfleet Command appeared on the Ops viewscreen. 

 “What’s the matter, Val?” Kale asked his former shipmate upon noticing the concerned look on her face. 

 “We have reason to believe the starship Dauntless has been hijacked somehow by person or persons 

unknown, Kalin,” Raiajh replied.  “The base received a voice communication that whoever is in control of the ship 

at present has the intention of attacking the Kairn with it.  We have not been able to re-establish communications 

with the ship since then.” 

 “This is bad,” Kale remarked, a master of understatement.  “We just finally got relations with the Kairn to a 

place where we’re not constantly worried about them launching an attack on our territory or assets.  We can’t risk 

provoking them into more hostilities.  Do you need us to send you some help?” 

 “We have only three vessels in range to intercept the Dauntless before she crosses into Kairn space, so 

anything you could send us would arrive too late.  But it might be a good idea to put the rest of the fleet on alert.  If 

we fail, if the Dauntless manages to slip by us and attacks the Kairn Throne World, we’re going to have another war 

on our hands that will make the last one look like a parisses squares fight.” 

 “I’ll alert Starfleet Command,” Kale agreed.  “Keep me up to date on your progress.” 

 “I’m about to board the Corsair.  You can contact me there if you need to reach me,” Raiajh informed. 

 “Understood,” the Centauri admiral replied with a nod.  “Good luck, Val.” 

 “Thanks.  I have a feeling we’re going to need it.  Starbase 719, out.” 



 The viewscreen returned to the image of the chart of the Fleet AOR as Raiajh looked at Lt Pel. 

 “Come on, Ashari,” she said.  “The sooner the Corsair gets out of spacedock, the sooner we can intercept 

the Dauntless and find out what in Hell is going on.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Captain (Carrie) K’danz – commanding officer of the USS Bellerophon – was in crew’s mess on deck two, 

where she was sharing lunch with one of her recently assigned new science officers, Ensign Gem Koester.  As the 

daughter of her friend and fellow starship commander, Fleet Captain Koester, K’danz felt it her responsibility to 

help the recently graduated young officer to transition successfully into her duties aboard the Intrepid-class starship, 

and she often found the young woman spending her free time here crew’s mess, where she had evidently formed an 

attraction to the starship’s civilian chef in charge of the mess hall, J’on.  This day was no different, so the captain 

grabbed her lunch and pulled out a seat at the table next to Ensign Koester. 

 “I understand Commander T’Var has assigned you a new set of responsibilities,” K’danz said between bites 

of her food. 

 “Yes, she put me in charge of science lab two for the duration of our next mission,” Ensign Koester replied.  

“Hopefully I won’t...” 

 The young ensign’s hopes were interrupted by the sound of the intercom activating and the agitated voice 

of the starship’s first officer, Commander Tom Paris, saying, “Captain to the bridge.  Priority one!” 

 Without a second thought, K’danz got out of her seat, leaving her meal half-eaten, and headed for the door, 

tapping her combadge as she walked.  “On my way, Commander.” 

 Moments later, K’danz was on the bridge of the Bellerophon.  Several of her officers were gathered around 

the operations console at the aft-port corner of the bridge, including her operations chief, the Efrosian Lt Xin 

Zhadesh, her husband and chief engineer, the half-Klingon Commander Dar, and her first officer Tom Paris.  

“Report?” she asked as she stepped over. 

 “We just received new orders from Starbase 719,” Paris explained.  “We’re to cancel all other current 

priorities and change course to intercept the Dauntless.  The transmission also included the flagship’s current 

location, course, and speed.” 

 “The Dauntless?” K’danz questioned.  “Why?  What’s going on?” 

 “Facts are as yet unclear, Captain,” answered Zhadesh.  “From what we have received from the starbase, it 

appears the Dauntless may have been hijacked with the intent to use it to attack the Kairn.  We need to intercept the 

vessel before it reaches Kairn space.” 

 “Hijacked?!  By whom?  And what has happened to the crew?” K’danz wanted to know. 

 “That, apparently, is part of what we need to determine,” Paris replied.  “The Besiege has received the same 

orders, and the Corsair is leaving the station as we speak to join us as well.  According to the last known position 

and speed of the Dauntless, we can intercept just under a day from the border if we change course to 010 mark 1 and 

increase speed to warp eight.” 

 “Helm,” K’danz said loud enough for the entire bridge to hear.  “Alter course to 010 mark 1 and increase 

speed to warp factor eight.” 

 “Aye, Captain,” the officer at the helm responded.  “New course plotted and laid in.  Increasing speed to 

warp eight.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 The first thing Fleet Captain Koester was aware of was what felt like static filling his brain.  A moment 

later his eyes opened, and immediately closed again due to the brightness of the room.  His head pounded like a 

construction worker was hammering it with a sledge hammer.  He heard a voice that sounded like Doctor Kelley 

say, “It looks like the Captain is finally waking up.”  A moment later he felt cold metal touch the side of his neck 

and heard the hiss of the hypospray as it injected some concoction into his veins. 



 “What happened?” Koester asked as he put a hand over his eyes and opened them slightly.  A pair of hands 

helped him sit up slightly and he was able to look around, finally determining he was on one of the biobeds in 

sickbay. 

 “We were all knocked out, Skipper,” the deep voice of his Terran/Vulcan/Efrosian first officer replied from 

off to his left.  He looked over to see Arbelo standing next to the starship’s chief medical officer, Dr. Leonard 

Kelley.  “We were all knocked out for the better part of 24 hours, and whoever it was that did it removed all the 

crew from the bridge and main engineering, then sealed those areas of the ship off with forcefields during that time.  

We have no control and no way to access the areas we need to regain control of the ship.” 

 “What about transporters?  Can we beam into either area?” Koester asked, accepting a cup of water from 

one of Kelley’s nurses and sitting up on the bed.  The pain in his head was already subsiding. 

 “All major secondary systems like the transporters and shuttlebays have been cut off and rendered useless,” 

Commander Kyler Saya – the Bajoran/El-Aurian chief of security answered from across the room near the CMO’s 

office entrance.  Koester looked in Kyler’s direction as the petite, young-looking officer added, “Subspace 

communications have been disabled as well.  We’re trapped aboard our own starship.” 

 Koester looked around, noting the majority of his senor staff were gathered in sickbay, evidently awaiting 

his return to consciousness. 

 “Where’s Jeff?” the captain asked.  “Trying to find a way back onto the bridge, I hope?” 

 “Actually, Skipper, we conducted a muster of the crew,” Chief Pono Kyman – the starship’s command 

master chief or COB – explained.  “All but three of the crew are accounted for.  Commander Bloom is one of them.” 

 “Who are the other two?” Koester asked. 

 “Commander Spot and his daughter, Dot,” Arbelo answered.  “Doctor Kelley performed scans of the bridge 

and engineering with a medical tricorder right after we completed the muster.  He believes he detected Vulcan life-

signs on the bridge, though the forcefield surrounding deck one is making it hard to tell for sure.  No Daminian life-

signs either on the bridge or in engineering.” 

 Koester then noticed the only other occupied biobed in sickbay.  He moved closer to the blonde woman 

lying in the bed, noting the bandage across her nose and the black eyes that were still forming. 

 “What happened to Commander Windsor?” 

 “It appears that she was assaulted, Captain,” Kelley replied.  “Her nose was broken and she’s suffering 

from a concussion.  We found her just outside engineering along with the rest of the engineering crew.” 

 “Assaulted?” 

 “Whoever took over the ship did so from engineering,” Arbelo explained.  “Amanda probably tried to stop 

whoever it was.” 

 “Well, keep me up to date on her condition, Doctor,” Koester said.  “I want to talk to her the moment she’s 

awake.” 

 “Aye, sir,” Kelley replied. 

 Koester then turned his attention back on his first officer and said, “We’re still moving at warp.  I can feel 

the vibrations through the deck.  Any idea where we’re heading?” 

 “Nope, but I know a way we can find out,” Arbelo said. 

 A few minutes later, Koester, Arbelo, and Kyman were standing behind the console in the middle of stellar 

cartography. 

 “Computer,” said Arbelo.  “Access navigation systems and display current ship’s position and plotted 

course.” 

 The computer acknowledged, and the circumferential holographic display – which had been displaying an 

image of the Milky Way galaxy directly in front of the console – zoomed in on the Fifth Fleet AOR and indicated 

the Dauntless was just entering the Panmunjom Sector and heading straight for Kairn space. 

 “Damn!” Koester hissed to himself. 

 “What is it, Skipper?” Kyman asked. 

 “At current speed, we’re going to enter Kairn space in four days.  If we can’t regain control of the ship 

before then, we’re going to be the cause of a new war with the Kairn.” 



* * * * 

 

Admiral’s personal log, stardate 67990.4: 

The Corsair is still about two days from intercepting the Dauntless.  I find myself 

wondering what we can do to stop the ship from entering Kairn space once we do. 

Raiajh, out. 

 

 

 Vice Admiral Val’ri Raiajh was lying on the bunk in the small stateroom she shared with her husband, Dr. 

Sylvan Xaran, aboard the USS Corsair when the intercom activated. 

 “Bridge to Admiral Raiajh,” said the voice of the starship’s first officer, Captain Konstantin Harkonnen.  

“Subspace communiqué from Starfleet coming in for you.” 

 Raiajh sat up and moved her legs over the side of the bunk as she replied, “Thank you, Konstantin.  Pipe it 

down here, please.”  She then moved over to the small desk near the door and sat down as she activated the monitor.  

The emblem of Starfleet Command appeared for an instant before being replaced by the image of Admiral Kale’s 

face. 

 “Val, Starfleet Command is very concerned about the situation with the Dauntless.  This incident has the 

potential to undo all the hard work and negotiations that have established and maintained the peace we now share 

with the Kairn.  On behalf of the Admiralty, I’m tasking you with intercepting the Dauntless as soon as possible.  

Your first priority is to determine if any of the crew still survives.  If there are survivors, try and establish contact 

and determine what is going on.  However...”  Kale’s expression became very grave.  “If you are able to determine 

that none of the crew are still alive, or if it appears likely the Dauntless will cross the border and enter Kairn space, 

the Fifth Fleet is authorized to use whatever force is deemed necessary to destroy the starship Dauntless.” 

 A shock ran down Raiajh’s spine, though her orders were not entirely unexpected. 

 Kale’s expression turned sympathetic as he addressed Raiajh again, saying, “I do not envy you your orders, 

Val.  All I can say is good luck and offer my hopes that everything works out.  Keep me up to date on your progress.  

Starfleet, out.” 

 The monitor screen flashed the image of the Starfleet Command emblem once again before going blank.  

Raiajh gritted her teeth before finally standing up and, grabbing her uniform jacket and putting it on, headed for the 

bridge. 

 A moment later Raiajh entered the bridge through the port egress door.  The bridge was relatively quiet, 

and a few of the crew members manning the consoles looked over as the admiral emerged.  She stepped up next to 

the center seat, where a tall Russian man with a dark beard sat. 

 “Konstantin, I need to update orders to the fleet,” she said. 

 Harkonnen, who had been slightly slouched in the chair so deep in his own thoughts that he had not heard 

Raiajh’s arrival, suddenly sat up straight as he said, “Of course, Admiral.”  He then looked toward the operations 

console and said, “Lieutenant, send out a general hail to the fleet.”  He looked back at Raiajh and added, “Go ahead, 

Val.” 

 “All Fifth Fleet units, this is Admiral Raiajh.  The situation regarding the starship Dauntless has changed 

slightly.  Stand by to receive new orders.  To starships Besiege and Bellerophon: Intercept USS Dauntless at the 

earliest possible opportunity and attempt to establish contact with the crew.  Stand by for further more detailed 

orders on an encoded frequency.  To starships Triton, Sun Tzu, and Arizona: Take up patrol positions along the 

Kairn-AOR border and monitor all activities within five light years.  Contact the Corsair if you detect any Kairn 

fleet activity in the vicinity of the border.  Starship Sarek: As you are currently located in Sector 50108, continue 

with present assigned duties until otherwise advised.  Raiajh, out.” 

 Captain Pearson had just entered the bridge as Raiajh was signing off, only having intended to visit with 

her husband Konstantin Harkonnen and not realizing the Admiral was on the bridge.  As she stepped over to the 



command chair, she remarked, “Why are you sending the Arizona, Sun Tzu, and Triton to the border, Val?  There’s 

no way they’ll be able to catch up with us or the Dauntless.” 

 “Just covering the bases, Cathryn,” Raiajh replied.  “I have to be ready for all contingencies.  If we’re not 

successful – if the Dauntless manages to make it into Kairn space – the Kairn are going to retaliate!  And we need to 

be ready.” 

 “Let’s hope it doesn’t come to that,” Harkonnen remarked, memories of the Kairn War filling his head. 

 “What happens if we do manage to intercept the Dauntless?” Pearson asked. 

 “My orders are to attempt to establish contact.  Failing that...”  She looked at Pearson, concern in her eyes.  

“Failing that, our orders are to destroy the Dauntless.” 

 The looks of shock on both Harkonnen and Pearson’s faces only made Raiajh feel worse than she already 

did. 

 

* * * * 

 

 A survey of the Dauntless revealed that – aside from anything that might have helped the crew regain 

control of their starship – all ship’s equipment was operating normally, and with little else to do, the captain and his 

first officer decided to have something to eat in 10-Forward rather than starve in the face of adversity. 

 “What’s going to happen if we can’t get control of the ship back, Skipper?” Arbelo asked as he and Koester 

sat down at one of the tables with trays of food they had retrieved from the replicators behind the bar. 

 “That all depends on just how much Starfleet is aware of,” Koester replied, having thought intently about 

this very subject since waking up in sickbay.  “If Starfleet doesn’t know the Dauntless has been commandeered, then 

they’re going to be caught unprepared when the Kairn launch a retaliatory strike and a lot of people – perhaps the 

entire compliment of Starbase 719 – are going to die before the Kairn turn their sights on the rest of the Federation.” 

 “And if Starfleet does realize something is wrong because they haven’t heard from us in several days?” 

Arbelo asked between bites of his dinner. 

 “Then we have a very limited amount of time in which to regain control of our ship, Exec,” Koester replied 

before taking a sip of his soft drink.  Then, to Arbelo’s confused expression, he added, “We reach the border in less 

than sixty hours.  If Starfleet knows where we’re heading, they’re going to try and stop us before we cross into Kairn 

space.  ...By any means necessary!” 

 “You mean...?” 

 “Yes, Exec.  Either way, the odds of us surviving this crisis are pretty slim.” 

 “Sickbay to Captain Koester,” interrupted a voice. 

 Koester tapped his combadge before saying, “Go ahead, Doctor.” 

 “Captain, Commander Windsor is awake and talking.” 

 “Good!  I’ll be right there.”  Then, as he started to stand up, he said to Arbelo, “Perhaps our odds just got a 

little bit better.  Join me, Exec.” 

 “Right beside you, Skipper,” Arbelo replied. 

 Moments later, both the captain and first officer were in sickbay, talking with Windsor – who was sitting 

up in one of the biobeds – as Dr. Kelley and a nurse continued to examine her and make her comfortable. 

 “So it was definitely Commander Bloom who attacked you?” Koester asked. 

 “Yes, sir,” Windsor said, a mixture of sadness and confusion on her face.  “It appeared he was making a 

customary inspection of the engineering stations until I noticed he was reconfiguring the master systems display to 

cut off and take control of normal helm functions, which only should occur if the bridge has been captured by a 

hostile force.  When I went to ask him what he was doing, he struck me.  The next thing I remember is waking up 

here in sickbay a few minutes ago.” 

 “That’s all you saw?  Jeff reconfiguring the MSD console to take over helm functions?  Nothing that would 

help us penetrate the forcefields he has erected around the bridge and main engineering?” 

 “No, sir.  What forcefields?” 



 “What about the two Daminians,” Arbelo asked.  “Spot and Dot.  Did you see them in engineering before 

Mister Bloom attacked you?” 

 “No, sir.  What’s going on?  Why are there forcefields around the bridge and engineering?  What has 

happened to Jeff?  And why would Commander Spot and Dot have been in engineering when this all occurred?” 

Windsor asked desperately. 

 “We don’t know, and right now we can only speculate,” Koester replied.  “But it seems that right after Jeff 

attacked you, he knocked out the crew with anesthezine, sealed off both the bridge and engineering and disabled any 

method we can think of to try and regain control of either area.  As far as we can tell, he’s now on the bridge, which 

he hasn’t left in over two days, and both Spot and Dot are still missing and we can’t tell if they are working with Jeff 

for some reason or if they are actually gone from the ship.  All indications are he has set this ship on course toward 

Kairn space, and that if we reach it, we’re likely to start a new war.” 

 “Is there anything I can do to help, Captain?” Windsor asked. 

 “Truthfully, Commander, if you’re feeling well enough to walk, I could really use someone with your 

expertise to analyze the forcefields and see if there is some way to get through them,” Koester replied. 

 Windsor started to move her legs over the side of the biobed.  Dr. Kelley began to protest, saying she 

needed to recuperate in sickbay for at least another 24 hours, but Windsor’s protests along with the captain 

explaining how badly he needed his assistant chief engineer caused the chief medical officer to relent with the 

promise that Windsor would return to sickbay for a full physical once the current crisis had ended. 

 “Keep me up to date on your progress, Amanda,” Koester ordered as Windsor moved toward the door. 

 “I will, Captain,” she replied with a glance back at him. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Captain, we’re detecting the Dauntless on scanners.” 

 Captain William McLeod, commanding officer of the Leviathan-class warship USS Besiege, turned his 

attention to the officer sitting at the tactical station and ordered, “Hail them.  Perhaps this is all just a 

misunderstanding we can clear up quickly.  I just hope Peter hasn’t cracked and hijacked his own starship again, like 

when he almost wiped out the Erminians.” 

 “Aye, sir,” the tactical officer acknowledged before opening a hailing frequency.  “Starship Dauntless, this 

is the starship Besiege.  Please respond.”  He waited several seconds without reply before adding, “Dauntless, this is 

USS Besiege on channel 98.8.  Respond please.”  After several more seconds, the tactical officer looked back at 

McLeod and reported, “No response, sir.” 

 “Damn,” the captain remarked.  “I was hoping this was going to be easy.  Helm, move us within transporter 

range of the Dauntless, then parallel their course.  Maybe we can send someone over there to figure out what is 

going on?” 

 The Leviathan-class warship changed course, curving around to come alongside the Sovereign-class 

starship at a range of thirty thousand kilometers which – at the speed of warp five – was close enough in McLeod’s 

opinion. 

 “Status of the Dauntless?” the captain requested. 

 “The Dauntless is maintaining course 300 mark 3 at a speed of warp five,” the tactical officer reported.  

“Sensors are registering nearly 975 life-signs aboard.” 

 “That sounds about right for the crew compliment of a Sovereign-class starship,” McLeod remarked.  “Any 

unusual power readings?” 

 “Standard electroplamsa and warp signatures,” the tactical officer reported.  “However, their shields are 

fully raised, and I’m getting some unusual readings from those.” 

 “Unusual how?” 

 “They’re not of a standard Starfleet shield configuration.  Not exhibiting the Morain upgrade either.  In 

fact, I’ve never seen a shield configuration like these before.  And they’re powerful!” 

 “What do you mean, powerful?” 



 “The Dauntless’ shields are at least ten-times more powerful than our own, and we’re a warship, Captain!” 

 “Captain!” the officer sitting at operations suddenly cut in.  “I’m...  I think I’m receiving a transmission!” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Fleet Captain Koester and his senior staff – Amanda Windsor replacing the still-absent Commander Bloom 

– were meeting in the briefing room not far from the emergency auxiliary bridge in the engineering hull.  Windsor 

had just outlined her engineering team’s progress – or lack there-of – in deactivating or breeching the unusual 

forcefields and that their most recent attempt had resulted in two members of the crew now being in the care of 

sickbay – one in critical condition with little hope for survival – after suffering from electrical shock and severe 

burns to their arms and torsos after trying to divert the energy fields with dampening devices. 

 “What about EVA?” Koester suggested.  “Can we send someone out in a suit along the hull and maybe 

break in through the window of my ready room?” 

 “Unlikely, Cap’n,” Commander Alasdair Wallace – the starship’s chief science and second officer replied.  

“All sensor indications are th’ forcefields extend completely aroun’ the bridge, just like they do main engineerin’.  

Even if you wanted t’ risk the lives o’ several members o’ th’ crew makin’ a spacewalk along th’ hull while we’re at 

warp, there’s no way they’d even reach your ready...” 

 Wallace’s pessimistic response was interrupted by a voice coming from the speakers saying, “Starship 

Dauntless, this is the starship Besiege.  Please respond.” 

 “The Besiege!” Koester exclaimed, unable to hold back a partial smile.  “At least now we can be sure 

Starfleet is aware something is wrong aboard the Dauntless.  Mister Wallace, is there any way we can respond?” 

 “Nay, Cap’n,” Wallace replied.  “Subspace communications are still disabled.  We canna transmit unless 

we somehow regain control o’ the bridge.” 

 “Dauntless, this is USS Besiege on channel 98.8.  Respond please.” 

 The look of frustration on Koester’s face was growing by the second.  “There has to be some way we can 

communicate with Bill McLeod!” he griped.  “If nothing else, just flash a light out the window and hope someone 

over there sees it!” 

 “I think I may know of a way, Skipper,” Commander Arbelo remarked.  “But it would require the Besiege 

to be within transporter range.” 

 “If McLeod is trying to find out what happened aboard our ship, he’s probably going to at least consider 

sending over an away team to investigate,” Koester remarked.  “And beaming an away team over requires he be 

within transporter range.” 

 “Bu’ with the shields raised, they’ll never be able t’ beam aboard!” Wallace pointed out. 

 “We don’t need them to beam aboard, Commander,” Koester said.  “Not yet, at least.”  He then looked at 

his first officer and said, “What did you have in mind, Monster?” 

 Arbelo took his combadge off his uniform and pried open the backing, peering closely at the circuitry as he 

manipulated the small transceiver control with his fingernail.  After several seconds he proclaimed, “I think I have 

it!”  He then turned the communicator over in his hand and tapped its face.  “Dauntless to starship Besiege.  Do you 

copy this transmission?  I repeat, Dauntless to Besiege, do you copy?” 

 

* * * * 

 

 The operations officer aboard the Besiege looked puzzled. 

 “What is it, Lieutenant?” McLeod asked. 

 “The transmission I’m picking up.  It’s very weak.  I don’t think it is being broadcast on a normal subspace 

channel.” 

 “The important thing is; is it coming from the Dauntless?” McLeod asked. 

 “I think so, sir.  But it appears to be...”  The operations officer adjusted the gain setting and then reported, 

“Yes, it’s being broadcast on a frequency normally employed by communicators!” 



 “Communicators have a very limited range,” McLeod’s first officer, Commander Taras, remarked.  “It 

must be coming from the Dauntless!” 

 “On speakers,” McLeod ordered. 

 The operations officer touched a control on his console, and a deep voice partially obscured by static was 

heard through the speakers around the bridge. 

 “Daun..... .. ....ship Besiege.  Do you ....?  ..is is Com...der Arbelo ab.... the Da...less.  Do ... copy?” 

 “Helm, move us in closer!” McLeod ordered.  “Bring us within 15,000 kilometers.  Lieutenant, see if you 

can boost that transmission, then connect me on the same frequency.” 

 As the helmsman tried to keep his eyes from going too wide with shock at the thought of maneuvering 

closer to another starship at warp speed, the officer at operations ran the communications signal through several 

additional booster filters and then said, “You’re on, Captain.” 

 “Dauntless, this is Captain McLeod.  Starbase 719 received a voice transmission stating the your vessel 

was going to attack the Kairn Throne World.  What is your status?” 

 “Bill, this is Peter,” responded the somewhat clearer voice of the Dauntless’ commanding officer.  “As far 

as we can tell, my chief engineer – Commander Jeff Bloom – has somehow managed to commandeer my starship, 

possibly with the help of my two Daminian crew members – Commander Spot and his daughter Dot – though we’re 

unsure why any of them would be committing such an act.  Both the bridge and main engineering have been 

surrounded by an as-yet impenetrable force field.  We’ve been working on getting through one or the other for the 

better part of the past two days, but no luck yet.  As much as I hate to do so, I order you to open fire on the bridge of 

this starship.  Destroy the bridge and that should bring us to a halt.” 

 “That would be the simplest solution, I agree,” McLeod replied.  “Unfortunately, in between stealing your 

starship and putting forcefields around the bridge and engineering, your chief engineer apparently found some spare 

time to upgrade your shields as well.” 

 “What do you mean?” Koester asked. 

 “My sensors are detecting a shield configuration surrounding the Dauntless at least ten times more 

powerful than normal Federation shield technology.  Even my weapons aren’t powerful enough to put much of a 

dent in them.” 

 Aboard the Dauntless, Koester looked at his first officer and – with a puzzled expression – asked, “How in 

Hell did Jeff do that?” 

 “I think there’s more going on here than we’re seeing, Skipper,” Arbelo replied.  “Somebody is 

manipulating us, apparently trying to re-start the war between the Federation and the Kairn.  The question is; why?  

And how did they convince Jeff to help them?” 

 “Something we can figure out once I have control of my ship back.”  Koester then returned his attention to 

the conversation with the Besiege.  “Bill, contact Admiral Raiajh back at the starbase and inform her of everything I 

have told you.” 

 “Val is on her way out here aboard the Corsair as we speak,” McLeod informed.  “Her orders from 

Starfleet Command are to stop the Dauntless before it crosses into Kairn space... to destroy your starship is 

necessary to prevent that from happening.  But I’ll inform her of what you have told us and update her on your 

status.  Meanwhile, until I hear otherwise, I’m going to keep the Besiege within communicator range of you.  Let me 

know if you make any progress gaining access to either your bridge or engine room.” 

 “Acknowledged.  Dauntless, out.” 

 As Koester deactivated Arbelo’s combadge, Chief Kyman moved closer and asked, “What now, Skipper?” 

 “We redouble our efforts,” Koester said.  “And we concentrate on the forcefield surrounding engineering.  

If we can shut down power, this ship will be dead in space.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 

 



Captain’s personal log, stardate 67994.5: 

The Dauntless remains on a direct course toward the Kairn Throne World at warp five.  

We are now less than twelve hours away from crossing into Kairn space, and our ‘escort’ 

has increased to include not only the USS Besiege, but starships Bellerophon and Corsair 

as well.  I have spoken directly with Admiral Raiajh and informed her we are hopeful we 

can breech the forcefield surrounding main engineering very soon, but she has reminded 

me her orders stand...  The Dauntless must NOT enter Kairn space. 

 

 

 Vice Admiral Val’ri Raiajh was standing at the rear of the Corsair’s bridge, discussing tactical 

considerations with Captain Harkonnen and the Corsair’s tactical officer.  As she looked at the display on the 

monitor screen, four Starfleet emblems moving quickly toward enemy territory, a startling thought occurred to her. 

 “Konstantin, I need to broadcast a distress call toward both Panmunjom and the Kairn Throne World!” she 

exclaimed. 

 “A distress call toward...?  I thought the idea was NOT to alert the Kairn to what was happening?” 

Harkonnen asked. 

 “Konstantin, look at this tactical display and put yourself in the mindset of the Kairn.  If you saw this 

coming at you, what would you think?” 

 Harkonnen looked at the tactical display, and had to quickly agree with the Admiral.  Four Federation 

starships – two of them officially designated warships and the third among the class of the largest starships serving 

in Starfleet – all heading at warp speed straight toward Kairn space.  “I vould think Starfleet was launching an attack 

against me of some kind,” he said with a sigh.  He then looked toward the operations console and ordered, 

“Lieutenant, open a hailing frequency to the Joint Security Area on Panmunjom and the Karin capitol.” 

 “Hailing frequencies open, sir,” the lieutenant confirmed. 

 Raiajh stepped toward the center of the bridge and raised her voice slightly as she said, “Imperial Kairn 

Forces, this is Vice Admiral Val’ri Raiajh of the Federation Starfleet.  I am broadcasting this message to inform you 

of a situation that is occurring along your border in the Panmunjom Sector.  One of our vessels, the USS Dauntless, 

is experiencing mechanical difficulties and is currently not under the control of Starfleet.  The vessel’s crew and 

assets of the Federation Fifth Fleet are currently attempting to regain control of the starship.  This is not – I repeat – 

NOT an attack on Kairn territory.  There is no need to increase tensions between our governments by reacting in a 

hostile manner to this unexpected occurrence.  I repeat, the starship Dauntless is currently not under Starfleet 

control, but we hope to rectify this situation shortly.  Admiral Raiajh, awaiting your acknowledgement.” 

 As soon as the operations lieutenant closed the frequency, Raiajh looked back at Harkonnen and said, “I 

hope that holds the Kairn off for a while.” 

 “Captain Harkonnen, Admiral Raiajh,” the lieutenant at ops called out, turning to face the two.  “We’re 

already receiving a reply from the JSA on Panmunjom.” 

 “Hopefully the Kairn are being reasonable,” Raiajh remarked. 

 “On speakers,” Harkonnen ordered. 

 “Admiral Raiajh, thissss issss your counterpart in the Imperial Kairn Fleet.  Your claim that one of your 

sssstarshipssss issss out of control issss ssssusssspect.  I cannot take the chanssse that you are attempting a 

ssssurprisssse attack on Kairn territory.  Assss a courtessssy, I am informing you of thissss: If ANY of your 

sssstarshipssss crossssssessss our border, a sssstate of war will again exist between the Empire and the United 

Federation of Planetssss!  You have been warned!” 

 The speakers went silent.  After a moment, the ops lieutenant looked at Raiajh and reported, “Transmission 

has ceased.” 

 “Well… that went well,” Raiajh remarked wryly. 

 “Val?” Harkonnen asked. 

 “Get me Fleet Captain Koester...  Now!” 



 A moment later, Koester was talking through his communicator again, directly with Raiajh – who was 

borrowing Pearson’s ready room for the private conversation. 

 “What’s your status, Peter?” 

 “My assistant chief engineer, Commander Windsor, and her engineering staff have been working like dogs 

trying to get through the forcefield around engineering, but to this point they’ve made no appreciable progress.” 

 “You’re putting me in a very bad position, Peter,” Raiajh warned. 

 “I know that, Val, and I’m sorry, but my crew is not made up entirely of miracle workers.”  There was a 

pause on the channel for several seconds before Koester’s voice returned, saying, “I know what your orders are, Val.  

I don’t think there is much hope for us being able to regain control of our ship.  Do what you have to do.” 

 “I can give you a little more time,” Raiajh said.  “We still have just over ten hours...” 

 “Val, you heard Bill McLeod’s report.  The shields surrounding this ship are more powerful than anything 

Starfleet has faced before.  You don’t know how long it will take to weaken and buckle these shields.  Start now, 

while you still have time.” 

 “But...” 

 “Val...  We all understood the risks we faced when we joined Starfleet.” 

 Again there was an uncomfortable silence.  Finally, Raiajh uttered, “I’m sorry.  Corsair, out.”  She then 

took a moment to compose herself before returning to the bridge, where Cathryn Pearson, Dr. Sylvan Xaran, her 

aide Marie Quintero, and Konstantin Harkonnen awaited. 

 “What’s the word, Val?” Pearson asked. 

 “Captain Pearson,” Raiajh said in an extremely formal manner, belying the choice she had made.  “Man 

battlestations.  Arm all weapons.  And order the Belle and Besiege to do the same.” 

 “But, Val...,” Pearson started to protest. 

 “We have our orders... Captain.  We have no other choice.” 

 “But what about the crew of the Daunt...?” 

 “Fleet Captain Koester and his crew are aware of the circumstances.”  Raiajh’s expression softened a little 

as she looked at her friend and subordinate, quietly adding, “Please, Cathryn.  Don’t make this any more difficult 

than it already is.” 

 Pearson continued to look at Raiajh with an expression of disbelief for several more seconds.  Then, with 

an exertion of great will power, she turned and sat in the captain’s chair, ordering, “Sound red alert.  And contact the 

Besiege and Bellerophon.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Captain K’danz hurried out of her ready room.  She looked across the bridge to where a young science 

officer looked back at her with the same worried expression she herself had displayed since the Bellerophon had 

been pulled off their most recent mission and sent in search of the Dauntless.  K’danz’s emotions took on a hard 

edge as she looked toward the main viewscreen – where the Dauntless and Besiege were visible, the Leviathan-class 

warship already maneuvering around the larger Sovereign-class starship – and said, “Bridge to Lt Commander 

T’Var.  Report to the bridge to relieve the on-duty science officer.” 

 “On my way,” the voice of the Vulcan chief science officer replied. 

 “Captain?” Ensign Gem Koester asked from the science console, confused as to why she was being 

relieved of her post. 

 “I need you to go and prepare science lab two for the geological survey we’re going to be performing at 

Chooki VI as soon as this mission is concluded, Ensign,” K’danz said gently, making a point that she was not being 

punished in any way, while refusing to look in the young woman’s direction.  “We’re going to need everything 

ready and standing-by very soon.” 

 “Aye, Captain,” Koester said as the turbolift opened up and T’Var stepped out, crossing the back deck of 

the bridge and stepping down on the port side where the science console was located. 

 “I am ready to relieve you, Ensign,” the Vulcan woman announced. 



 “I’m ready to be relieved, Commander.  We’re still escorting the Dauntless, but the Captain has informed 

me we should expect to be starting our geological survey of Chooki VI very soon,” Koester informed. 

 T’Var glanced in the direction of the Captain with one eyebrow slightly raised, but K’danz was 

concentrating solely on the main viewscreen – where the Corsair could now also be seen maneuvering below the 

Dauntless.  She then returned her attention on Koester and said, “Very well.  I relieve you, Ensign.” 

 “I stand relieved.” 

 Koester, with another quick glance at the Captain and the viewscreen, moved toward the turbolift as T’Var 

took her place in the console seat.  As soon as the lift doors had closed, K’danz ordered, “Helm, come left and take a 

position on the port quarter of the USS Dauntless.” 

 “What’s going on, Captain?” Commander Paris asked from his regular seat just to the left of the captain’s 

chair. 

 “We’ve been ordered to open fire on and destroy the Dauntless,” K’danz replied with a tone of regret. 

 “Now?!” Paris asked with shock.  “We’re still ten hours from Kairn space!” 

 “Both Captain McLeod and Admiral Raiajh are concerned that those advanced shields currently protecting 

the Dauntless will make our task all the more difficult and time consuming, which is why we’re acting now and in 

concert – all three ships attacking in unison.” 

 “God help us all,” Paris remarked under his breath.  He then ordered, “Mister Drake, raise shields and arm 

weapons.” 

 “But Commander...!” Marine Captain Michael C. Drake began to protest from behind the tactical console. 

 K’danz turned on Drake – her eyes bright with anger – as she said, “You have your orders, Captain.” 

 With regret, Drake nodded and replied, “Aye, ma’am.”  He then activated several controls on his console 

and added, “Shields to maximum.  Phasers and torpedo tubes armed and ready.” 

 “We’re in position on the port quarter of the Dauntless, Captain,” Lt Commander Walter Hickam reported 

from the helm. 

 “God forgive us,” K’danz muttered.  “Mister Drake, when the Corsair opens fire, you have permission to 

fire at will.  Take down those shields.  That ship cannot cross the border.” 

 “Aye, ma’am,” Drake replied. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “All three ships report they are in position and standing by, Captain,” the Corsair’s tactical officer reported. 

 Pearson looked up at Raiajh, who was standing just to the left of the captain’s chair and staring at the 

underside of the Dauntless’ engineering hull displayed on the screen, and asked, “Are you sure there isn’t any other 

way, Val?” 

 “I wish there were, but we’ve run out of options, Cathryn.  Order our ships to open fire.” 

 For a brief moment, Pearson considered disobeying the order.  But then memories of the horrors she had 

experienced during both their recent war against the Kairn and the Dominion War nearly fifteen years earlier came 

flooding back on her, coupled with the knowledge that refusing such an order would only result in the loss of her 

command and the end of her Starfleet career, and only shift the onus of the responsibility she was now shouldering 

onto her husband instead.  Curtly, she replied, “Yes, Admiral.”  Then, “All ships, open fire.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Fleet Captain Koester was observing Windsor make another attempt at breeching the forcefield surrounding 

main engineering when the ship shuddered suddenly. 

 “What was that?” Windsor asked, looking up from her scanner as another shudder and a resounding boom 

could be felt through the hull. 

 “The Besiege, Bellerophon, and Corsair have opened fire on us,” Koester explained calmly, to the shock 

and surprise of the small engineering crew. 



 “Why?” Lt Joella Faggio-Hyland asked. 

 “Admiral Raiajh has orders to stop this ship from escape into Kairn space by any means necessary,” 

Koester replied matter-of-factly as another shudder caused him to steady himself against the corridor bulkhead. 

 “If the Fleet is out to destroy us, why are we still trying to break into engineering?” Lt Commander John 

Smith asked. 

 “Because if we can get in there and shut down power before the Fleet destroys us, we may still have a 

chance of survival!” Windsor answered for the captain as she returned her attention to her scanner.  “So let’s get this 

done!” 

 “Yes, ma’am!” the engineering team agreed. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Full spread of phasers and photon torpedoes fired, Captain,” Michael Drake reported.  “The Dauntless’ 

shields have lost... maybe one percent of total power.  And that’s taking into account the other two ship’s weapons 

fire as well.” 

 “Captain!” exclaimed the Efrosian operations officer, Xin Zhadesh.  “The Dauntless has armed aft torpedo 

launch...!” 

 Zhadesh had not even finished his sentence when a volley of bright blue trilithium torpedoes launched from 

the tubes at the lower-back end of the Sovereign-class starship.  Two of the projectiles struck the Corsair’s shields, 

causing them to arc briefly and the Defiant-class ship to drop away and maneuver around before bringing weapons 

to bear on the Dauntless once again.  The remainder of the volley struck the Bellerophon.  The powerful weapons 

immediately collapsed two of the Intrepid-class starship’s shields and a combination of torpedoes and phaser fire 

struck the Belle’s exposed starboard warp nacelle.  Drive plasma immediately started flowing from the damaged 

engine. 

 “Engineering to bridge!” shouted the voice of chief engineer Dar over the intercom.  “Our warp field is 

collapsing!  I’m performing an emergency shut-down of the core or we’re going to breech in ten seconds!” 

 

* * * * 

 

 “The Bellerophon has been hit by return fire from the Dauntless,” Commander Taras reported on the bridge 

of the USS Besiege.  As the bridge crew of the Besiege watched, the Belle dropped out of warp, falling far behind the 

rest of the ships. 

 “Helm, try and keep us out of the torpedo firing arcs of the Dauntless,” Captain McLeod ordered.  

“Tactical, maintain fire.  We need to break through those shields!” 

 “Firing pulse cannons,” the tactical officer reported. 

 

* * * * 

 

 A crew member sprayed fire extinguishing foam, putting out the fire that had engulfed the mission ops 

console on the starboard side of the Corsair’s bridge. 

 “Shields down by twenty five percent,” the tactical officer reported.  “Several casualties are being taken to 

sickbay.” 

 “Why the hell is Peter shooting back?!” Pearson asked in exasperation. 

 “I don’t think it’s Peter,” Admiral Raiajh replied.  “Whoever is in command of the bridge over there is 

trying to stop us from stopping the Dauntless.” 

 “Helm, bring us around and above the Dauntless,” Pearson ordered, gripping the arms of the command 

chair for dear life.  “Prepare to fire a second spread and ready the pulse cannons.” 

 “Weapons systems armed and ready,” the tactical officer confirmed. 

 



* * * * 

 

 Commander Windsor was scanning the power frequency range of the engineering forcefield when the next 

volley of weapons fire struck.  Her eyes went wide with surprise when she realized what she was seeing. 

 “Captain!” 

 “What is it, Commander?” 

 “These readings!  The shields surrounding the ship must be feeding off a common power conduit shared 

with the forcefield around engineering.”  She showed Koester the scanner readout.  “Look here.  Five hundred 

milliseconds after weapons fire from the other ships strike our mysterious new shield configuration, the forcefield 

power drops to almost nothing for nearly a second.” 

 “Does that mean you might be able to figure a way to get this forcefield to drop?” Koester asked. 

 To the captain’s initial disappointment, Windsor replied, “No.  But if we can time it right, I can get one or 

two other engineers into engineering with me during these fluctuations.” 

 “That sounds risky,” Koester remarked. 

 “No more risky than doing nothing and letting the rest of the Fifth Fleet pummel us to death,” Windsor 

responded. 

 “I see your point,” Koester agreed.  “You really think you can pull this off?” 

 “The timing has to be perfect,” Windsor admitted.  “It would help if we knew exactly when the next hit on 

the shields was going to occur.” 

 “I might be able to help with that,” Koester said, tapping his combadge.  “Fleet Captain Koester to USS 

Corsair.” 

 It took nearly seven seconds before the stressed-sounding voice of Admiral Raiajh responded, “Corsair.  

Raiajh.” 

 “Admiral, we think we found a way to access engineering, but it will require coordinating with you and 

your weapons fire.  Every time your weapons hit the Dauntless’ shields, we’re seeing a severe drain on the power of 

the forcefield around engineering.  We need to know the exact moment your next torpedo is going to hit the shields 

surrounding this vessel.” 

 “Easier said than done,” Raiajh replied, the sound of weapons hits in the background.  “We’re trying to 

dodge return fire from your ship as we...” 

 “Wait!  Return fire from the Dauntless?  Bloom is shooting back at you?” Koester asked in shock. 

 “Someone is,” Raiajh responded.  “We’re maneuvering in again.  Stand by, we’re about to fire...” 

 “Smith!  Faggio-Hyland!  Stand by!” Windsor ordered, her eyes locked on the display of a tricorder she had 

retrieved from a tool kit.  The three engineers positioned themselves almost on the brink of the forcefield directly in 

front of the double door into engineering.  Lt Faggio-Hyland could feel the crackle of energies against the bare skin 

of her hands and face where it was closest to the field. 

 Raiajh’s voice quickly returned through Koester’s combadge, saying, “Firing... Now!” 

 “Get ready!” Windsor ordered. 

 It took almost a full two seconds for the torpedoes fired by the Corsair to strike the starship’s shields.  

Koester felt the deck beneath his feet shudder a split-second before Windsor shouted, “Now!” 

 A loud electric buzzing sound – like the sound of a 20
th

 century bug-zapper consuming a moth trapped in 

the metal grid – filled the corridor, and the captain swore he saw what looked like St. Elmo’s Fire briefly surround 

the three engineers as they literally jumped through the barrier before them and in through the opening doors of 

engineering, landing hard and flat on their faces on the deck beyond.  None of the three moved for several seconds, 

and Koester began to worry they had been killed by the forcefield until Windsor rolled over on her back with a loud 

groan. 

 “Admiral, we’ve successfully breeched the engineering forcefield!” Koester reported through his 

communicator. 



 “Acknowledged,” Raiajh replied.  “I’m ordering Corsair and Besiege to cease fire and move back to 

greater than 30,000 kilometers – just enough to keep in communications range.  I can give you about an hour, Peter.  

Beyond that, I can guarantee nothing.” 

 Koester wondered to himself why the Admiral had not mentioned the Bellerophon among the ships pulling 

back, then put the thought out of his head as he shouted to Windsor, “The Admiral is giving us an hour to either turn 

this ship around or stop it, Commander.  Don’t let us down!” 

 Windsor, who had been checking on her two other engineers – all three having suffered only the most 

minor of injuries passing through the energy field, akin to a minor sun burn – acknowledged the captain’s orders.  

As all three got back to their feet, Windsor locked the main entrance to engineering open so Koester could monitor 

her actions, then appraised the situation.  She started scanning the vicinity of the warp core – which was still 

thrumming quickly as it provided power to vital ship systems. 

 “As I feared,” she remarked to Smith while Faggio-Hyland moved around the core toward the aft stations.  

“A forcefield has been erected around the warp core.  And from these readings, it’s appears to be of the same 

configuration as what Captain McLeod described is protecting the ship itself.” 

 “So we couldn’t even shoot the core to stop the ship if we needed to,” Smith commented. 

 “Not even if we had a phaser rifle,” Windsor confirmed.  “I wonder how Jeff did...?” 

 “Commander!” Faggio-Hyland shouted from the back of engineering.  “Over here!” 

 Both Windsor and Smith rushed to join Faggio-Hyland near the aft consoles.  On the deck were two small 

boxes connected to a console by power couplings. 

 “Stasis boxes?” Smith asked. 

 “I’m detecting Daminian life form readings.  ...Barely,” Faggio-Hyland said as she scanned the stasis fields 

with her tricorder. 

 “Smith, disconnect the power.  Get Spot and Dot out of those boxes,” Windsor ordered before tapping her 

combadge and saying, “Captain, we think we’ve located Commander Spot and his daughter!  We’re releasing them 

from stasis now.” 

 “Stasis?” Koester questioned.  “You mean they’re not involved in the take-over of the ship after all?” 

 “We’ll know more in a moment, but from the looks of it, no,” Windsor replied as Smith disconnected the 

power conduits.  The stasis boxes immediately powered down, their lids popping open.  A split second later two 

small circles of light – one red, the other pink – appeared on the deck at Commander Windsor’s feet. 

 “Lefentant Commander Windsor!” exclaimed a relieved British-accented, slightly mechanical-sounding 

voice from the engineer’s combadge.  “I was afraid we would never be found!” 

 “What happened to you, Spot?” Windsor asked. 

 “When Dot and I determined the crew was being incapacitated using gas, we tried to locate the culprit 

responsible, since the gas did not affect either of us,” Spot explained.  “We finally located Commander Bloom down 

here dragging members of the crew out of engineering.  At first I thought he had managed to put on his emergency 

breathing mask before being overcome and was trying to rescue the crew, but when it became obvious he was under 

the influence of an alien entity, we knew we had to stop him.  Unfortunately, once he realized Dot and I were 

present, trying to undo the sabotage he was causing, he threatened to kill the entire crew by opening all exterior 

hatches and doors unless we willingly placed ourselves into those stasis devices.” 

 “I still don’t understand why Jeff is...  Wait.  How do you know Jeff is under alien influence?” Windsor 

asked. 

 “Daminians perceive humanoid species by the energy field their bodies generate.  Your life-force, if you 

will,” Spot explained.  “Before our capture, Dot and I were able to sense an alien presence bonded to Commander 

Bloom through his nervous system.  I believe it is influencing him in some way.” 

 “I didn’t see any alien life forms attached to him when he first took over engineering,” Windsor said.  She 

then asked, “Are you hearing all this, Captain?” 

 “I am,” Koester replied through his own communicator.  “I suppose in some small way it’s good news that 

Jeff isn’t doing this of his own accord.  But that just raises the question; Who or what is influencing him?  And why?  



And while we’re trying to figure that out, can Spot lower the forcefields surrounding engineering and the bridge or 

lower the ship’s shields?” 

 “Let me find out, sir,” Spot said. 

 The red circle disappeared from in front of Windsor.  Koester used the opportunity to contact Admiral 

Raiajh and update her on what facts they knew. 

 “Koester to Corsair.” 

 “Corsair.  Raiajh,” came the quick reply.  “Please tell me you have good news.” 

 “Admiral, three of my crew are now in engineering.  They located Commander Spot and his daughter 

trapped in stasis containers and released them.  Spot is currently seeing if he can lower either the forcefields or the 

shields so we can bring the Dauntless to a stop.” 

 “Good work, and good timing,” Raiajh replied.  “The Kairn are beginning to react to our presence so close 

to their border.  A small fleet has been dispatched to intercept and destroy your ship before you reach their Throne 

World.  We’re already picking up three large battlecruisers and a number of smaller destroyers on long-range 

sensors.  Now that you’re back in control of engineering, I’m going to re-deploy our ships so that we look less like 

an attacking task force and more like our ships are escorting the Dauntless until you get stopped.” 

 “Hopefully it’s as simple as that,” Koester commented. 

 Just over thirty seconds after he had left, Spot returned. 

 “I’m sorry, Captain, Commander,” Spot said.  “The modifications Mister Bloom has made are quite 

extensive and, in several places, physical in nature.  Neither I nor Dot would be able to undo the modification that 

has been done, and none of you could reach where the modifications have been made due to the proximity of the 

forcefields themselves.  Mister Bloom was quite ingenious in the design of these changes.  I have, however, made it 

possible to access communications with the bridge.  I have also disabled the anesthezine dispersal system, so you all 

cannot be simply put to sleep again.” 

 Windsor and the other two engineers moved quickly toward the master systems display console, where the 

assistant chief engineer activated the monitor and connected with the bridge.  The bridge was empty save for the 

emotional Vulcan chief engineer, who could be seen sitting at the helm station, though he seemed to be in a 

catatonic state of some kind. 

 “Engineering to Commander Bloom,” Windsor said.  “Commander, can you hear me?”  Bloom continued 

to stare directly at the viewscreen. 

 “I see no evidence of any alien entities that may be influencing him,” Windsor remarked.  “If anything, 

Commander Bloom appears drugged.” 

 As the engineering team watched, the USS Besiege appeared on the main viewscreen – maneuvering in 

front of the Dauntless as if providing escort.  Like a machine when its start button has been pressed, Bloom 

suddenly reacted, using the reconfigured helm console to fire the starship’s weapons at the Besiege and damaging 

one of the impulse engines.  The Besiege rolled to starboard, quickly moving beyond the arc of the Dauntless’ 

weapons to avoid further damage, then turned and strafed the larger starship with its pulse phaser cannons.  Once 

again, there was no damage to the Dauntless – the new shields repelling the force of the Besiege’s weapons like a 

man swatting away a gnat – but Windsor noted something curious that had occurred right as the phaser fire had hit 

the shields.  She reversed the video image to confirm what she thought she had seen. 

 “What is it, Commander?” Joella Faggio-Hyland asked. 

 “I’m not sure.  I thought I saw...” 

 She quickly paused the image just as the flash of the pulse cannon on the viewscreen overexposed the 

scene, making things on the bridge hard to make out in detail.  She tapped her combadge again and said, “Windsor 

to sickbay.” 

 “Sickbay.  Doctor Kelley.” 

 “Doctor, I’m sending you an image recorded from the bridge.  Can you confirm if there is a second life-

form of some sort attached to Commander Bloom in the area of his neck in the image I am about to transmit to 

you?”  She transmitted the image to sickbay. 



 In sickbay, Kelley sat down behind his desk and activated the monitor screen located there.  The image – a 

still from the video footage the engineers had watched in main engineering – showed something blurry and indistinct 

that appeared to be perched on Bloom’s right shoulder.  Kelley ran the image through several medical filter scans in 

his computer system, then touched the intercom on his desk. 

 “Commander, there is... something... that appears to be attached to Commander Bloom.  Physio-anatomical 

scans indicate whatever it is, it’s tapping directly into the Commander’s brain stem through a portion of his spine.  I 

can only speculate the mass is alien in nature, but I have no idea what we can do about it.” 

 “Why is it we can’t see it most of the time?” Windsor asked.  “For some reason I was just able to make it 

out during a flash from the viewscreen as the Besiege fired at us, but I’m watching Commander Bloom on the 

monitor right now and nothing appears out of the ordinary – other than the fact Commander Bloom looked heavily 

drugged.” 

 “As I mentioned earlier,” Spot remarked.  “I was able to perceive the creature by its bio-electrical energy 

signature.  Perhaps, like the Jem’Hadar, it is capable of employing a natural form of cloak to prevent detection?” 

 “Then what made it visible for that brief moment?  A lack of concentration on its part?” Windsor asked. 

 “I hate to break into your brainstorming session,” the voice of Fleet Captain Koester said over Windsor’s 

combadge.  “But I feel I should remind you, we have about half an hour before our ship crosses into Kairn space and 

stars a new war.” 

 “If we had the time to experiment, we could probably determine what the alien creature is, what would 

affect it, and how to make it release its control over Commander Bloom,” Spot remarked.  “But having very little 

time, we might try recreating the circumstances that were occurring when you last were able to see the entity.  

Perhaps that will aid us in finding a way to overcome its hold on the Commander?” 

 “What are you suggesting, Spot?” Windsor asked. 

 “Have the Besiege or Corsair resume fire on our ship and see what happens.” 

 “Captain?” Windsor asked, looking toward the open door. 

 Koester tapped his own combadge once again, saying, “Dauntless to Corsair.” 

 “Corsair.  Raiajh.  Please tell me you have control of your ship back?” 

 “Actually, Admiral, we need you to shoot at us again using the same weapons as whatever it was that just 

hit us a few moments ago,” Koester requested. 

 “You want us to shoot you with pulse phaser cannons?” Raiajh asked as if unsure she heard Koester 

correctly.  “They’ve done no damage to your shields so-far.  Why would you…?” 

 “We think Commander Bloom is under the control of some sort of alien entity, and we need to...  Just shoot 

at us, Admiral!  If this works, I’ll explain everything to you later.” 

 Aboard the Corsair, Raiajh and Pearson exchanged puzzled looks.  Finally Raiajh said, “You heard the 

man.  Open fire!” 

 “Helm, come about on course 297 mark 0.  Tactical, stand by on pulse phasers.  Open fire as soon as we’re 

steady on course.” 

 Both officers acknowledged, and as the Corsair maneuvered to pass close over the shielded hull of the 

Dauntless, the smaller ship’s weapons opened fire – strafing the shields as the vessel pulled past then turned up and 

away to avoid the inevitable return fire from the Sovereign-class starship. 

 In engineering aboard the Dauntless, the three humanoid engineers watched the monitor carefully.  

Windsor had changed the image settings so that any bright flashes would not wash out the image like the last time.  

As soon as the Corsair’s weapons fire struck the shields, a creature almost the size of a volleyball became visible 

briefly on Bloom’s broad shoulder and neck before becoming invisible again. 

 “I saw it!” Faggio-Hyland remarked, pointing in amazement at the monitor screen. 

 “Me too,” Smith agreed.  “It almost looked like it was in pain.” 

 “I agree,” said Dr. Kelley over the intercom.  He had likewise been monitoring the image from his office in 

sickbay.  “I appears to me like the creature – whatever its origin – cannot remain invisible when it is experiencing 

pain.” 



 “But what caused the pain?” Smith wondered.  “It’s not like the weapons fire from the other ship is getting 

through.  And it can’t simply be the weapons striking the shields... can it?  I mean, it’s not physically connected to 

the shields.  And if that was what was causing it pain, wouldn’t Commander Bloom be reacting as well?” 

 “Maybe the alien creature is the source of the new shields the Besiege crew informed us about?” Windsor 

suggested. 

 “Actually, Commander, I have a differing hypothesis,” Commander Spot said.  “Captain, Commander 

Windsor, with you permission I would like to try an experiment?” 

 “Anything that would get us out of this situation, Spot,” Koester replied. 

 In an instant, the red circle of light that was Spot was gone.  Moments later, he was accessing the computer 

systems on the bridge.  While he had been physically incapable of dismantling the equipment that Bloom created to 

produce the forcefields protecting the bridge and engineering, he was fully capable of employing the starship’s 

computer to create a sonic pitch that matched the sound the pulse phasers made when striking the shields 

surrounding the ship. 

 “Spot, what are you doing?” Windsor asked as she watched the monitor, where Bloom started swiping at 

the air like he was trying to swat away an annoying mosquito. 

 “I am recreating the tone and frequency of the sound wave caused by the weapons striking the new shields 

in the hopes it is the source of the pain the alien creature was exhibiting,” Spot answered through Windsor’s 

combadge. 

 “But I’m not hearing anything,” Faggio-Hyland remarked. 

 “The pitch is well above that of normal humanoid hearing,” Spot explained.  “But I suspect our unwanted 

guest is capable of hearing it.” 

 As the three engineers continued to watch, Bloom’s reaction was becoming more pronounced.  First the 

Vulcan started shaking his head back and forth.  Eventually his face started to betray an expression of severe 

discomfort. 

 “I think it’s working!” Faggio-Hyland remarked. 

 As the crew members watched, a creature of some kind slowly started to become visible on Bloom’s right 

shoulder.  It vaguely resembled an Earth octopus, with its tentacles wrapped around Bloom’s neck and shoulder.  Its 

dark grey skin looked leathery, with a pale, dead-looking pair of eyes wide in what looked like shock and its lipless 

V-shaped mouth open in a silent scream of its own as the sound waves buffeted it. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Val, we’re only fifteen minutes from crossing into Kairn space,” Cathryn Pearson informed the Admiral. 

 “What is going on over there?” Raiajh said, mainly to herself, as she watched the Dauntless continuing to 

move at warp five on the viewscreen. 

 “Orders, Val?” Pearson asked.  It took a moment for the Vulcan-Deltan admiral to realize she was being 

spoken to.  She looked at Pearson with a puzzled expression.  “What are your orders?” Pearson reiterated.  “How are 

we going to stop the Dauntless?” 

 Raiajh looked at those gathered around her – people who were both her subordinate officers and her 

friends.  She knew that their lives hinged on the next words to come out of her mouth, and wished there were some 

other way.  She finally turned back to face the main viewscreen and, straightening up to her full height, said, 

“Captain Pearson, prepare to ram the Dauntless.” 

 Shocked expressions passed between Pearson, Harkonnen, Xaran, and Quintero.  The admiral’s aide 

appeared about to protest when Xaran stopped her and Pearson, quietly, acknowledged with a curt, “Aye, Admiral.”  

Pearson then took back her place in the center seat and ordered, “Helm, stand by to increase speed and ram the 

Dauntless in the vicinity of the lower engineering hull as close to the anti-matter pods as you can maneuver.”  She 

hoped that, by hitting the larger ship directly near its anti-matter fuel storage, it would destroy both starships as 

quickly – and humanely – as possible. 

 “Raiajh to Besiege.” 



 “Besiege.  McLeod.” 

 “Bill,” Raiajh said.  “We have no other options at this point.  Corsair is going to attempt to ram the 

Dauntless in the hopes it will destroy the ship before it enters Kairn space.  Contact Home Plate.  Inform 

Commander Petersen that she is in acting command of the starbase until properly relieved by Starfleet Command, 

and that she should appoint Lt Commander Torres as her acting Exec.  They’ll be able to access my final orders 

stored in the safe in my office.” 

 There were several seconds of stunned silence on the communications link.  Finally, McLeod responded, 

“Understood.  Q’apla!” 

 Raiajh partly turned to Pearson and nodded her head.  Captain Pearson took a deep breath, slowly releasing 

it, before saying, “Helm...” 

 

* * * * 

 

 On the bridge of the Dauntless, the alien creature that had been attached to Commander Jeff Bloom slowly 

released its multi-tentacled grip on the emotional Vulcan engineer.  Quickly, its eyes rolled upward and it literally 

fell off Bloom’s shoulder, landing with a splat-like sound on the carpeted deck. 

 Even as the creature fell, Bloom blinked his eyes several times, then looked around. 

 “How did I get on the bridge?” he asked, looking around with a puzzled expression.  “Where is everyone?  

And what’s that sound I’m...?” 

 “Jeff, this is the Captain!” exclaimed the excited-sounding voice of Fleet Captain Koester through Bloom’s 

combadge.  “Stop the ship!  Bring the ship to a complete stop right now!” 

 “Captain?” Bloom asked, confused. 

 “Do it!” 

 Almost instinctively, Bloom reached for the helm controls.  In seconds, he had the ship dropping out of 

warp and coming to a complete stop. 

 

* * * * 

 

 “Helm... Ram the Dauntless.” 

 Without a word, the Corsair’s helmsman entered the new commands into the curved console between the 

captain’s chair and the main viewscreen.  Then, just as he touched the control that would increase the Defiant-class 

escort’s speed and head it directly into the lower hull of the larger starship above them, the Dauntless disappeared 

from the main viewer. 

 “What happened?” Captain Harkonnen asked. 

 “The Dauntless just dropped out of warp!” the Corsair’s tactical officer reported with a wide smile.  “The 

ship has come to a complete stop!” 

 “Helm!  Full stop!” Pearson quickly ordered.  “Bring us about and rendezvous with the Dauntless again.” 

 “Order the Besiege to converge on the Dauntless as well!” Raiajh ordered. 

 “Besiege has already dropped out of warp and is coming around ahead of us,” the tactical officer 

confirmed.  “And just in time!  Sensors are detecting two Kairn battlecruisers and three destroyers have just dropped 

out of warp on their side of the border.” 

 “Cathryn,” Raiajh said, notably back to her more-familiar way of addressing her subordinates.  “Move us to 

within communications range of the Dauntless.  I want to find out exactly what is going on over there.” 

 “Aye, Val,” Pearson acknowledged, then ordered, “Helm, move us within 35,000 kilometers of the 

Dauntless.  Maintain battlestations and weapons status.  This could be a trick of some kind.  Though I genuinely 

hope it isn’t.” 

 

* * * * 

 



 Bloom was standing near the middle of the bridge, looking at the unconscious creature still lying on the 

deck near his feet with a mixture of disgust and revulsion. 

 “Jeff...?  Jeff, can you hear me?” came the voice of Fleet Captain Koester over the intercom. 

 “Yes, Skipper,” Bloom responded.  “Where are you?  And where is the rest of the bridge crew?” 

 “I’m in the corridor right outside main engineering,” Koester replied.  “I need you to lower the forcefields 

around engineering and the bridge so we can regain complete control of the ship.” 

 “Forcefields?  What forcefields?” 

 “You don’t remember knocking out the crew with anesthezine gas and then rigging new forcefields around 

the vital areas of the ship?” 

 “Sorry, Captain, but I don’t.  What happened to me?  And what is this... this thing on the deck?  Is it alive?” 

 “We’ll figure that out when we have the time.  In the meanwhile, I need you to figure out what you did to 

enclose the bridge in that forcefield.  I have a few of your staff working in engineering already, but I need to get 

back on the bridge.  Think, Jeff!  Do you remember anything of what you did over the last several days?” 

 “Several days!?  I suppose that would explain why I feel so hungry,” Bloom said, holding his stomach with 

one hand. 

 The captain’s conversation was interrupted by the voice of Vice Admiral Raiajh coming through his 

combadge. 

 “Corsair to Dauntless.  Peter, have you regained control of your ship?” 

 “To a degree, Val,” Koester replied.  “Mister Bloom is back with us, the creature that was influencing him 

is either dead or unconscious, but we’re still trying to figure out how to lower the forcefields.” 

 “Can we offer our assistance?” Raiajh asked. 

 Koester, realizing for the first time that his starship’s shields were still likely raised, addressed Bloom as he 

said, “Jeff, can you lower the shields surrounding the ship?” 

 Bloom stepped over to the tactical console and looked at the settings before moving to deactivate the 

shields.  “Whoa!  Who created this shield configuration?” he asked. 

 “Apparently you did,” Koester responded.  “Now shut them down if you can.” 

 Bloom touched the control.  A moment later the indications showed the shields had been deactivated. 

 “Shields down, Captain.” 

 “Good work.  Admiral, you can beam over engineering teams at your discretion.” 

 “Good work, Peter.  We’ll be right there.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Captain’s log, stardate 67999.9: 

With the help of engineering teams from the Corsair and Besiege, we have managed to 

dismantle the forcefields that had isolated the bridge and main engineering.  Our three 

vessels then returned to help the Bellerophon effect repairs to their warp drive.  All four 

ships are now en route back to Starbase 719 for some well-deserved rest and recreation. 

Meanwhile, my chief medical officer – Doctor Kelley – has begun to study the creature 

that took over Commander Jeff Bloom.  The alien entity was kept unconscious by 

Commander Spot using the ultrasonic sound he devised until the alien could be placed 

into a stasis container similar to the ones that had trapped himself and his daughter, Dot.  

That container is now located in science lab one while Kelley and his colleague, Doctor 

Sylvan Xaran, attempt to determine the creature’s origin, how it was able to influence my 

engineer, how Mister Bloom encountered it in the first place, and most importantly – 

what was its goal? 

Koester, commanding Dauntless, out. 



 Fleet Captain Koester, Vice Admiral Val’ri Raiajh, and Fifth Fleet commander Vice Admiral Penji Fil were 

meeting in the ready room aboard the Dauntless, discussing ideas of how similar situations to the one they had just 

resolved could possibly be avoided in the future, when the voice of Commander Setton To’Lock Arbelo interrupted 

the discussion. 

 “Bridge to ready room.” 

 Koester activated the intercom and replied, “Go ahead, Monster.” 

 “Skipper, I have Captain Tomkins on subspace for Admirals Fil and Raiajh.” 

 Koester looked up at the two admirals sitting across from him.  Both nodded subtly and Koester said, “Pipe 

it in here, Monster.”  A moment later the disembodied head of Captain Amanda Tomkins – commanding officer of 

the USS Triton – appeared as a hologram over the surface of Koester’s desk, facing the two admirals. 

 “Admiral Fil, Admiral Raiajh,” the British woman said.  “All three Fifth Fleet starships you assigned to 

patrol the Kairn border have received a transmission that appears to have originated from the Kairn capitol.  The 

Kairn Throne World has been attacked.” 

 “Attacked!” Penji Fil exclaimed.  “By who?” 

 “This is the transmission we intercepted,” Tomkins said.  A second later, the holographic image of Captain 

Tomkins was replaced by a monitor screen that lifted out of the desk-top and displayed a video image taken from 

low orbit over an arid planet that Fil, Raiajh, and Koester all assumed was probably the Kairn Throne World.  

Moments later, numerous insect-like space vessels  – almost invisible against the blackness of space – emerged from 

under cloak and moved into orbit over the planet.  Once in position, all the ships simultaneously opened fire on the 

surface of the planet with powerful energy beams.  The orbital bombardment continued for several minutes as a 

handful of Kairn warship approached and began to defend their capitol.  The Kairn vessels were easily blown out of 

space before one of the attacking vessels appeared to notice whatever is was that was recording the image – either a 

Kairn orbiting facility or spacecraft – and turned its powerful weapons on the witness to the occurring atrocity.  The 

video image abruptly ended.  A moment later, the holographic representation of Captain Tomkins returned. 

 “That was the end of the visual transmission we received,” she said. 

 “Those ships matched the description of the unknown vessels that attacked the Breen homeworld several 

months ago!” Fil exclaimed. 

 “The Kairn were so busy worrying about us and the Dauntless, they left their Throne World almost 

undefended,” Raiajh added. 

 “Actually, it gets worse, Admiral,” Tomkins said.  “Shortly after receiving that transmission, the Triton 

received an audio transmission from the Kairn representatives on Panmunjom.  They believe the events involving 

the Dauntless were a deliberate distraction designed to draw the Imperial fleet away from their Throne World in 

order for allies of the Federation to sneak into Kairn space from the Morain Alliance and attack their capitol world.  

They report thousand – perhaps hundreds of thousands – of Imperial citizens are dead.  As a result, the Kairn Empire 

has openly declared war against the Federation.  Long range sensors have detected a fleet of Kairn ship approaching 

our position.  I must regretfully report that the Triton has abandoned our border patrol.” 

 As the shocking turn of events were processed by Raiajh and Koester, Fil said, “Captain Tomkins, you are 

ordered to return the Triton to Starbase 719 as soon as possible.  COMFEDFIFTHFLEET, out.”  He then reached 

over and touched the intercom control on Koester’s desk.  “Admiral Fil to bridge.” 

 “Go ahead, Admiral,” Arbelo replied. 

 “Commander Arbelo, issue a priority one recall order to all Fifth Fleet units.  They are to report to Starbase 

719 with all possible haste.  Note, Commander, this order is applicable to – but not binding on – all civilian-owned 

spacecraft normally operating in the Fifth Fleet AOR as well.  It appears we have a new war on our hands, and we’re 

going to need all the help we can get!” 

 Once Fil deactivated the intercom, assured the priority one recall was being broadcast, Koester asked, 

“What do we do now, Admiral?” 

 “We need to plot a strategy that will keep the inevitable fighting from spreading back to Federation space,” 

Fil said. 

 “You realize, of course, that means making my starbase a prime target, Penji,” Raiajh remarked. 



 “I already have Commanders Bloom and Windsor reverse-engineering the shields that repelled your attacks 

against the Dauntless so easily,” Koester commented.  “If we can get them fitted onto the rest of the Fleet, maybe 

they’ll work just as well against the Kairn and we’ll stand half a chance.” 

 “I’ll keep my fingers crossed,” Raiajh said. 

 

* * * * 

 

Starbase 719 

Stardate 68000.8 

 

 A Breen vessel – one of the few survivors of the wonton destruction of their homeworld eight standard 

months earlier – approached the Federation starbase in the Typhon Sector.  When challenged, the pilot of the vessel 

responded that his ship was carrying refugee families and only wanted to dock in order to conduct negotiations for 

supplies they were in desperate need of.  Against her better judgment, Lt Commander B’Elanna Torres allowed the 

Breen ship to dock, informing the pilot of the most likely places aboard the station where they might be able to find 

the supplies they sought. 

 A short time later, two Breen – wearing the full-body environment suits that allowed them to survive 

outside the comfortably frigid temperatures of their now-devastated home planet – entered the recreation area of the 

starbase, looking for a merchant that might have the supplies needed by the almost two dozen families that had been 

living aboard their ship for months – and hoping perhaps someone might know of an unpopulated planet in the 

nearby sectors with the ideal living conditions they required and where they might settle, at least temporarily. 

 As they looked around the rec area through the narrow slits of their helmets, the two Breen were 

approached by an unremarkable-looking brown haired human man with a tan satchel hanging off his shoulder.  He 

stepped in front of the two Breen, looking at them not unsympathetically, and asked, “What do you want?” 

 

The End 


